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Fraudulent donation is not a rare thing anymore. In fact, many celebrities, in
order to increase their popularity, have done fraudulent donations, and they
were finally exposed, which is quite embarrassing.
The fraudulent donation can be big or small. For some stars, the donation is
relatively small and there is no threat. Most of it is a moral condemnation.
However, the charity party tonight is of a different nature. It was organized
to raise money to do things and solve official pressure.
That’s why the charity ambassador was given, such a heavy identity.
Therefore, fraudulent donations on this occasion will have a significant
impact, and even Lin Ziming will be punished.
Just trying to understand this, Wang Shougui and Han Jinlong were very
panicked. They and Lin Ziming were in the same boat. If something goes
wrong with Lin Ziming, they will not be spared.
Facing the host’s inquiry, Lin Ziming didn’t panic at all. He showed a smile
and calmly said: “Naturally, I can’t swindle donations. It’s a mere eight
billion. I can still afford it.”
The host took a deep look at Lin Ziming. Anyway, he had warned Lin
Ziming that if Lin Ziming still fraudulently donated, he would not blame
him.
His gaze returned to Zhou Zhe and said, “Mr. Zhou, it’s your turn. How
much do you want to donate?”
Zhou Zhe glared at Lin Ziming fiercely. He didn’t believe that Lin Ziming
could get 8 billion, and he said directly, “Hoho, even Lin Ziming has
donated 8 billion, so naturally I can’t be less than him, I An additional 5
billion donated.”
Counting the 3.3 billion donated by Zhou Zhe just now, that is to say, he has
already donated 8.3 billion, which is almost his limit!
He didn’t believe that Lin Ziming could still get the money. In fact, he was
holding the winning ticket now, thinking that Lin Ziming was a fraudulent
donation just now, and it would be impossible for him to come up with 8
billion if he was killed.
Lin Ziming saw his reaction in his eyes, showing a meaningful smile, eight
billion, which is an astronomical figure for many people, but for him, it is
drizzle.
Besides, he himself wants to do charity. For him, money is already a number,
so it is better to help more people. Now that Zhou Zhe and him have sex, it
makes him a little bit more interested.
Ye Xingchen squinted his eyes and stared straight at Lin Ziming. He was
particularly unhappy with Lin Ziming’s pretending appearance. In his
opinion, Lin Ziming is a wild species, which is the shame of Luo Tian
organization. Exist in this world. Now this wild species is not only alive in
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pain, but on the contrary, it is so moist and beautiful, which really makes
him uncomfortable.
He snorted heavily, killing Lin Ziming even more.
But Lin Ziming felt his murderous intent for the first time, and he also
narrowed his eyes, glaring at Ye Xingchen, showing no retreat.
Between their eyes facing each other, there seemed to be sparks flickering,
tit-for-tat.
Soon, I arrived at the fifth charity project. This time, it was a relatively less
important project. The amount of donations from everyone was much less.
Lin Ziming also only donated 100 million.
And Zhou Zhe, he donated 50 million.
The next few charitable projects are also not particularly important. Lin
Ziming donates 100 million yuan every time, as if money does not need
money. The more he donates, the less true it is. Many of them, including
Zhou Zhe, Everyone was even more convinced that Lin Ziming had broken
the jar, anyway, it was a fraudulent donation, so he simply’donated’ a little
more.
So far, Lin Ziming has donated 8.63 billion yuan, while Zhou Zhe’s 8.65
billion yuan, which is exactly 20 million more than Lin Ziming.
This is already the limit of his limit. If he continues to donate, he will not be
able to take out the money, which is also an act of fraud.
As for the others, all the flags have died down. Anyway, the charity
ambassador tonight can only be born between Lin Ziming and Zhou Zhe.
Most people are optimistic about Zhou Zhe.
Finally, the last charity project is the highlight, and it is the worst disaster
area right now. The news is rolling every day, which almost affects the
hearts of the people across the country.
The host solemnly said: “Next, is the last charity project, which is the worst
disaster area in our country. The losses are huge. I hope that all the bosses
can lend a helping hand to support the charity of the motherland!”
After speaking, the host bowed to everyone, and Lin Ziming was in awe.
Lin Ziming has also been aware of this hard-hit area recently. He himself,
the charity organization he wants to set up, also wants to provide charitable
assistance to this hard-hit area and do his part as a Chinese.
“I donated fifty million!”
“I donated 60 million!”
“I donated 100 million!”
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